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 part IV. The Executive
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 The "extraordinary" revenue derived from taxation falls under
several heads. The greater part of the sum raised annually by
taxation is imposed by provisions in Finance Acts which do not
require renewal, but stand until repealed or amended. The rate
of income tax is, however, fixed each year.
The following are the most important items of indirect taxation,
i.e. taxation which is, generally speaking, capable of being passed
on to the consumer by the taxpayer.
(1)	Customs duties are levied upon commodities imported into
this country from other countries. Preferential rates are granted to
products of the Commonwealth and the Colonies.  With the^ aban-
donment of free trade in 1931* there was employed a novel and
striking form of delegated legislation for controlling this mode of
taxation; see Import Duties Act, 1932.1
The Customs and Excise Act, 1952, contains a code of regulations
and imposes penalties upon those who attempt to evade the duties.
Dutiable goods may only be imported free of duty if they are
deposited in a warehouse, the owner of which has entered into a
bond with the Cf own that the proper duties will be paid if, and when,
the goods are released for sale at home. The provision of bonded
warehouses is particularly useful for enabling goods intended for
re-exportation to other countries to escape duty.
(2)	Excise duties are imposed upon commodities produced for
consumption in this country. The revenue officials have important
powers of entry and search to check evasion of the tax. The term,
excise duty, is not used strictly in the sense of a tax on commodities,
but also covers a number of taxes in the form of licences to manu-
facture certain articles, e.g. beer and spirits; licences to carry on
certain occupations, e.g. pawnbroker, money-lender, and retailer
of beer, spirits, wine and tobacco; and licences to use cprtain
articles, e.g. for keeping a dog, or driving a motor-car. Other rfSfies
under this heading are purchase tax levied on retail sales and the
duty on entertainments.
As an equivalent to the bonded warehouse in the case of imported
goods, excise duties in the strict sense are generally subject to draw-
back, Le. repayment of the duty if the goods are exported to a foreign
country. The exporter of beer is allowed a drawback on the excise
duties paid on the manufacture. The object is to enable British
manufacturers to compete in foreign markets with foreigners who
may not have had to pay duties on the same commodities. In the
case of a customs duty on an article in the raw state, which is im-
ported into this country for manufacture and then re-exported in
the finished form, the manufacturer can claim repayment of the
1 Pp. 101-2, ante.

